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• It's okay to ask for what I want from others.
• I'm learning to accept myself just the way I am.
• It's okay to say no to others' demands when I need to.
• I don't have to be perfect to be accepted and loved.
• I can change myself, but I accept that I can't make another person change.
• I'm letting go of taking responsibility for other people's problems.
• I respect others enough to know that they can take responsibility for themselves.
• I'm letting go of guilt when I can't fulfill others' expectations.
• Compassion toward others is loving; feeling guilty about their feelings or reactions
accomplishes nothing.
• I am learning to love myself more every day.
In order to work with your own codependency issues, you . may want to read some
of the classic books on the subject, such as Codependent No More by Melody Beattie, Facing·
Codependence by Pia Melody, and Women Who Love Too Much by Robin Norwood. Also con
sider attending a local meeting of Codependents Anonymous, which offers a 12-step approach
to overcoming codependent attitudes.
The above three guidelines are only a start in the direction of learning to be less con
cerned with others' approval. The chapters on assertiveness and self-esteem in this book will
also help you learn to rely on· yourself rather than others for a sense of your inherent worth
and acceptability.

Tendency to Ignore Physical and Psy�hological Signs of Stress
. People with anxiety disorders are often out of touch with their bodies. If you are anxious or
preoccupied with worrying, you may, as the expression goes, be " living in your head"-not
feeling strongly connected with the rest of your body, below the neck. Try checking in with
yourself as you are reading right now. Do you feel as if most of your energy-your "center
of gravity"_;_is situated from yqur neck up? Or do you feel solidly connected with the rest of
your body, in touch with your chest, stomach, arms, and legs?.
To the extent that you are_ out of touch with your body, you may ignore-often uncon
sciously-an entire range of physical symptoms that arise when you're under stress. Examples
of physical symptoms that may signify stress are fatigue, headaches, nervous stomach, tight
muscles, cold hands, and diarrhea, to mention a few. Unfortunately, when you're unaware
that you're under stress, you're likely to keep pushing yourself without taking time out or
slowing down. You may keep going until you reach a state of exhaustion or illness.
Many individuals with anxiety disorders have a long history of pushing themselves very
hard and continually overextending themselves-trying to fit too much into too little time.
Driven by perfectionist standards, they keep striving to do more and be more for everyone.
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24 Positive Coping Strategies for Stress
Physical and Lifestyle Strategies
(see chapters 4 and 5)
1.

Abdominal breathing and relaxation

2.

Low-stress diet

3.

Regular exercise

4.

Downtime
(including "mental health days")

5.

Mini-breaks (5-10-minute
periods to relax during the day)

6.

Time management
(appropriate pacing)

7.

Sleep hygiene (see chapter 16)

8.

Choosing a nontoxic environment

9.

Material security

Cognitive Strategies
(see chapters 8 and 9)
17.

Constructive thinking-ability to
counter negative thinking

18. Distraction-ability to distract
yourself from negative preoccupations
(see appendix 4)
19. Task-oriented (vs. reactive) approach
to problems
20. Acceptance (ability to accept/cope
with setbacks)
21. Tolerance for ambiguity-ability
to see shades of gray
Philosophical/Spiritual Strategies
(see chapter 19)

Emotional Strategies
(see chapters 12, 13, and 14)

22. Consistent goals or purposes to work.
toward

10. Social support and relatedness

23. Positive philosophy of life

11. Self-nurturing

24. Religious/spiritual life and commitment

12. Good communication
13. Assertiveness
14. Recreational activities (''playtime")
15. Emotional release
16. Sense of humor-ability to see things in
perspective

!
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Excessive Need for .Control

The excessive need for control makes you want to have everything in life be predictable. It's
a kind of vigilance that requires all the bases to be covered-the opposite of letting go and
trusting in the process of life.
Often an excessive need for control has its origins in a traumatic personal his�ory. After
living through experiences in which you felt frightened, vulnerable, or violated and power
less, it's easy to grow up feeling defensive and vigilant. You may go through life this way,
ready to put up your defenses in response to any situation that seems to challenge your sense
of security (whether it actually does or not). Survivors of severe trauma often develop highly
controlled and/or controlling personalities; or else they may have been so distressed that they
decided to give up, feeling depressed and discouraged about maintaining any control of their
lives (the latter .outcome has been referred to as "learned helplessness").
Overcoming the excessive need for control takes time and persistence. Four strategies
that have been helpful to many people are described in the sections below.
Acceptance

Acceptance entails learning to live a little more comfortably with the unpredictability of
life-with the unexpected changes that occur daily on a small scale and, less often, on a large
scale. It's · inevitable that you'll encounter changes in your environment, in the way others
choose to behave, and in your own physical health that you are simply unable to predict or
control. You may have resources to cope with these changes, but you are not always going_to
be prepared for them. There will be times when your personal life situation may seem re�a
tively chaotic, disordered, or out of control. Developing acceptance means acquiring a will
ingness to take life as it comes. Rather than fearing and struggling with those occasions when
circumstances don't obey your expectations, you can learn to go with the change. Popular
expressions for this are "go with the flow" and "take things in stride." In a word, accept�nce
implies nonresistance.
There are numerous ways in which to cultivate greater acceptance. Certainly letting go
of perfectionism, as described earlier in this chapter, will provide a good start. A willingness
to let go of unrealistic expectations can save you a lot of disappointment. Relaxation is also an
important key. The more relaxed you remain, the less likely you are to be fearful and defen
sive .when circumstances suddenly change and don't go your way. When you're relaxed, you
slow down, and it's easier to go with rather than balk against the unexpected._
Finally, a sense of humor toward life can be very helpful. Humor enables you to step
back from those times when everything appears to be in disarray and to get some perspec
tive. If you can remain relaxed and laugh a little at situations that appear out of control,
your response begins to change from "Oh my God!" to "Oh well-that's the. way it goes."
Acceptance ensures that you will be able to cope better and sooner. You are likely to say,
"Now what do I need to do?" a lot sooner after "Oh well . . ." than after "Oh my God!"
Affirmations that can help you develop acceptance include
• "I'm learning to take life as it comes."
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•

"It's okay to let go a�d trust that things will work out."

• "I can relax and tolerate a little disorder and ambiguity."
• "I'm learning not to take myself or life so seriously."

Cultivating Patience
People who have an overcontrolled approach to life's problems want to have them aH
figured out by tomorrow. Yet it's often true that difficult situations cannot be worked out
immediately. All the pieces that contribute to a solution come together gradually over a period
of time. Developing patience means allowing yourself to tolerate temporary muddles and
ambiguity while you wait for all the necessary steps of the solution to unfold. As you develop
patience, you learn to let go and wait for a resolution or an answer to emerge.

Trusting That Most Problems Eventually Work Out
Developing trust goes along with cultivating patience. You may not see the solution to
a particular difficulty easily or quickly. But if you always need to see in advance how some
thing �s going to work out, you can end up making yourself very anxious. There is an old
saying, "Life is a river-you c�.n't always see what's coming around the bend." Developing
trust means believing that just about everything eventually does work out. Either you find a
solution, or, if the problem can't be changed externally, you learn to alter your attitude toward
it so that coping becomes easier. When you look back over the problems you've encountered
in your life, you'll find that in most, if not all cases, the problem eventually worked itself out.

Developing a Spiritual Approach to Life
Developing a spiritual approach to life can mean many things (for further discussion
of this topic, see chapter 20). In essence, it means believing in a Higher Power, Force, or
Intelligence ,that transcends the world as you· ordinarily perceive and know it. Very often
it also implies having a personal relationship-in your inner experience-with that Power,
Force, or Intelligence.
Developing your spirituality offers at least two ways in which to reduce an excessive
need for control. First, it gives you the option to "turn over" or let go of any problem that
seems insoluble; overwhelming, or just plain worrisome to the care of your Higher Power.
This possibility is expressed in the third step of all 12-step programs: "[We] · made a deci
sion to turn our will and our lives over to· the care of a Higher Power as we understood that
Power." This does not mean that you relinquish responsibility for handling the problems that
come up in life. It does mean that there is a higher resource (higher in the sense of being ·
beyond your own capabilities) that can be of support and assistance when you've reached the
point where a problem appears insoluble, despite your best efforts. Faith in such a resource
enables you to let go of the idea that you have to fully control everything. Some of my clients
find that they can approach a phobic situation more easily by "turning over" their worry and
anxiety to a Higher Power.
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The second way in which developing your spirituality can reduce your· need for control
is in nurturing your belief that there is a larger purpose in life beyond the overt appearance of what
happens from day to day. If you believe that there is no spiritual foundation to reality, then
the unpredictable and ·unforeseen events of life can seem both random and capricious. You
can feel distressed because there is no explanation for why this bad event happened or. that
apparent unfair situation occurred. Most forms of spirituality offer the alternative view that
the universe is not random. Events that may appear meaningless and brutal from a human
perspective have some meaning or purpose in a broader scheme of things.
A popular phrase that expresses this idea is "Everything happens for some purpose."
Often hindsight provides us with clearer vision. When you reflect deeply . on some of the
unforeseen mishaps in your life, you may see in refrospect how they served you-either in
an obvious way or simply in promoting your growth and development as a human being.
The four traits described in this chapter-perfectionism, excessive need for approval,
tendency to ignore physical and psychological signs of stress, and excessive need for control
ar� shared by many people who deal with anxiety on a day-to-�fay basis. I hope by this point
you've become more aware of which of these traits might be a problem for you. Actually
changing traits such as perfectionism or the excessive need for control will take time and
commitment on your part. Part of the process involves changing particular. mistaken beliefs
you may hold, as was described in chapter 9. illtimately, though; you may need to reevaluate
and shift certain basic values and priorities in your life.

Summary of Things to Do
1.

What are you willing to do today-and each day-to relax your quest for perfec
tion? Can you let go of some· of the demands you put on yourself in order to make
time for your anxiety recovery program-or simply for rest and relaxation? Each
day, find something you would ordinarily do that doesn't have to get done (such as
work or household chores) and defer it to another day.

2.

If excessive need for approval is an important issue, be sure to spend extra time with
the chapters on assertiveness and self-esteem in this book. It's important to work on
developing 1) greater self-respect, 2) an ability to nurture yourself, 3) knowledge of
your basic rights, and 4) a willingn�ss to ask for what you want. If you suspect that
codependency is an issue for you, consult the references on that subject below, or
attend a Codependents Anonymous meeting in your area.

3.

Complete the Stress Symptom Checklist to · get an idea of your level of stress over
the past month. If stress is a real problem, focus on the chapters on relaxation,
exercise, and nutrition in this book to get started with a program of stress manage
ment. Working on mistaken belief� (chapter 9) and perfectionism is. also important.
Consult the references on the subject of stress reduction below.
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4.

Learning to let go of the excessive need for control can be a challenge for people
who are prone to anxiety. Cultivating a sense of humor and an ability to laugh at
life's limitations is one way to get started. You tend to loosen up as you learn how
to laugh and have more fun with your life. Another way to proceed, if you feel so
inclined, is to develop your spirituality and trust in a Higher Power (see chapter 20).
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